A robot can carry out complicated operations by commands designed and planned by engineers. However, for an intelligent and versatile robot to coexist with humans in daily living and perform given tasks with sufficient accuracy, it needs to adapt to the handling according to changing environments. In recent years, reinforcement learning is generating a lot of attention as a learning method by which a robot can autonomously obtain information from environments and actions. Reinforcement learning has been applied to various robot control researches. The robot tries to acquire optimal control rules through trial and error learning during the reinforcement learning. However, in a real world environment, robots have difficulties in learning a task by trial and error such as reinforcement learning. For example: 1) Restoring the environment to the initial state for learning is difficult because the number of learning needed to acquire adequate actions may exceed several thousands. 2) In the learning process, there are safety problems with the robot itself, as well as concerns about damage to operational objects and harm to humans since robot movement is not stable. To solve these problems we propose a novel method to acquire a task by trial and error learning in which a robot in the real world learns a task in virtual space through an input device Fig. 1 . Task learning system in virtual space connected to the real world and virtual space as shown in Fig. 1 . After this, the robot can achieve the real task almost without learning in the real world. Since various tasks can be realized in the virtual space, the robot obtains them by changing the virtual space environment with relatively little effort. This means that the first problem above can be easily solved by the approach. Moreover, the second problem above can be tolerated due to the robot handling virtual control objects. In this paper, after reviewing related previous works, we explain our proposed approach. First, we show that a real robot can learn to control an inverted pendulum in virtual space. Next, we show that the robot that acquires a virtual task can successfully control the inverted pendulum in the real world with fewer learning trials. Virtual space learning effectively acquires the real task by using reinforcement learning.
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Then we show that the real task can be effectively obtained by applying the rules acquired in virtual task learning to real task learning. This means that the proposed approach, which first learns the virtual task and then shifts to real space, is quite a useful approach when the real robot has to learn and acquire tasks by trial and error. * * * * Reinforced learning by which a robot acquires control rules through trial and error has gotten a lot of attention. However, it is quite difficult for robots to acquire control rules by reinforcement learning in real space because many learning trials are needed to achieve the control rules; the robot itself may lose control, or there may be safety problems with the control objects. In this paper, we propose a method in which a robot in real space learns a virtual task; then the task is transferred from virtual to real space. The robot eventually acquires the task in a real environment. We show that a real robot can acquire a task in virtual space with an input device by an example of an inverted pendulum. Next, we verify availability that the acquired task in virtual space can be applied to a real world task. We emphasize the utilization of virtual space to effectively obtain the real world task.
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